
Computer Science 
Curriculum

Excellentia per fidem, 
per scientiam, per adiuvatum

Excellence through faith, learning and support
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Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3

2.2 Programming 

fundamentals part 1

2.1 Algorithms

2.2 Programming 

fundamentals part 2

2.4 Boolean logic

2.2 Programming 

fundamentals part 3

Extended writing opportunity: Writing like a Computer Scientist
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Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3 

1.1 Systems architecture

1.2 Memory and storage

1.3 Computer networks

1.4 Network security

1.5 System software

1.6 Ethical, legal, cultural 

and environmental impacts of 

digital technology

Literacy: Writing an essay, the environmental impacts of digital technology
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Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3

141 Data types

221 Programming techniques

132 Databases

134 Web technologies

111 Structure and function 

of a processor

131 Compression 

encryption and hashing

Extended writing opportunity: Writing like a Computer Scientist, the dangers of social 

media
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Cycle 1 Cycle 2 Cycle 3

133 Networks

121 System software

122 Application generation

123 Software development
231 Algorithms

Extended writing opportunity: Writing like a Computer Scientist, the dangers of social 

media



Learning Journey
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Course: OCR GCSE Computer Science

Summary of papers/coursework and assessment objectives in table

Overall course description 

The key features of OCR’s GCSE (9–1) in Computer Science for you and your students are: 
• A simple and intuitive assessment model, consisting of two papers, one focusing on computer 
systems and one with a focus on programming, computational thinking, and algorithms. Both 
papers have identical weighting and mark allocations 
• a specification developed with teachers specifically for teachers. The specification lays out the 
subject content clearly 
• a flexible support package formed after listening to teachers’ needs. The support package will 
enable teachers to easily understand the requirements of the qualification and how it is 
assessed • a team of OCR Subject Advisors who support teachers directly and manage the 
qualification nationally 
• the specification has been designed to transition seamlessly into Computer Science at AS Level 
and/or A Level. 

This specification/qualification will enable students to develop: 
• valuable thinking and programming skills that are extremely attractive in the modern 
workplace • a deep understanding of computational thinking and how to apply it through a 
chosen programming language

Paper 1: Computer systems = 50%. 1.25 hour examination.

Paper 2: Algorithms  = 50%. 1.25 hour examination.

Coursework: 10%
Brief overview
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Course: Edexcel GCE Computer Science

Summary of papers/coursework and assessment objectives in table

Overall course description 

The OCR A Level in Computer Science will encourage learners to be inspired, motivated and 
challenged by following a broad, coherent, practical, satisfying and worthwhile course of study. It 
will provide insight into, and experience of how computer science works, stimulating learners’ 
curiosity and encouraging them to engage with computer science in their everyday lives and to 
make informed choices about further study or career choices. The key features of this specification 
encourage: 
• emphasis on problem solving using computers 
• emphasis on computer programming and algorithms 
• emphasis on the mathematical skills used to express computational laws and processes, e.g. 
Boolean algebra/logic and comparison of the complexity of algorithms 
• less emphasis on ICT. 
Centres and learners have the opportunity to: 
• produce a slimmed down programming project which is more refined and more focussed on 
coding 
• choose the project title and problem to be solved 
• choose any suitable programming language 
• include agile methods

Paper 1: Computer systems = 40%. 2.5 hour examination.

Paper 2: Algorithms = 40%. 2.5 hour examination.

Coursework: 20%
Brief overview: Project development, creating a software solution to meet a 
stakeholders needs


